
31/08/2019 AM

Launch area Individual launch Sunrise/Sunset 06:14 / 19:36

Launch period 06:15 - 07:00 Min. ILP → goals 1km

PZs in force all active except PZ11 Next briefing 17:00

Solo flight not required QNH 1020

Task 21 HWZ Task order in any order

a.

MMA R50m
Marker color any
Marker drop gravity
Loggermarker 1

Task 22 CRT Task order in any order

a.
b.

MMA R50m
Marker color any
Marker drop free
Loggermarker 2

Task 23 WSD Task order in any order

a.
b.
c.
d.

MMA R30m
Marker color any
Marker drop gravity
Loggermarker 3

Task 24 JDG Task order in any order

a.

MMA R30m
Marker color any
Marker drop gravity
Loggermarker 4

Task 25 LRN Task order in any order
but not split

a.
b.
c.
d.

MMA -
Marker color -
Marker drop -
Loggermarker 5,6,7Scoring area

Land Run (Rule 15.12)

Location of point "A"

Method of determining point "C"
Description of scoring area(s) 

entire contest area

entire contest area

Loggermarker #6, after point A and before point C
Loggermarker #5

ends at 0900Scoring period

Loggermarker #7, latest 30 minutes after point A
entire contest area

Scoring period

303 - 8592/6325 - 623ft

Scoring period ends at 0830

Watership Down (Rule 15.7)

Method of determining point "B"

Scoring area

Description of hare balloon see photo
Location of the launch point of the hare balloon near CLP1: 8999/6469 - 600ft

45min (+/-15min)

Scoring area

Set take-off time of the hare balloon 07:00

Position of set goal/target

entire contest area

Judge Declared Goal (Rule 15.2)

Scoring period

Scoring by physical marker inside the grey area (MMA excluding target) is only 
possible from                xx:00:00 to xx:14:59
                                and  xx:30:00 to xx:44:59.
Scoring by physical marker on the target is possible anytime within scoring 
period.
Scoring by loggermarker inside entire contest area is possible anytime within 
scoring period.

ends at 0900

Scoring period ends at 0800

Task data sheet

151 - 9309/6705 - 595ftPosition of various set goals/targets

Hesitation waltz (Rule 15.3)

Tasks #21, #22, #23, #24, #25

149 - 9274/6640 - 595ft

Flight 7

Position of goal/target near CLP1: 8999/6469 - 600ft

Scoring area entire contest area

Calculated Rate of Approach Task (Rule 15.9)

Scoring area

ends at 0900

entire contest area

Intended flight duration of the hare balloon

Description of scoring area(s) and their validity times


